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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we study toxic online interactions in issue discussions
of open-source communities. Our goal is to qualitatively understand how toxicity impacts an open-source community like GitHub.
We are driven by users complaining about toxicity, which leads to
burnout and disengagement from the site. We collect a substantial
sample of toxic interactions and qualitatively analyze their characteristics to ground future discussions and intervention design.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Open source model.
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INTRODUCTION

Toxicity encompasses a wide range of negative behaviors, including
overt insults, rude and disrespectful comments, sarcasm, and microaggressions [2, 14]. Toxic interactions have been studied in many
settings, specifically on social media [8], often with negative impacts on the well-being and continued engagement of participants
exposed to such interactions.
Toxic behavior is increasingly reported and discussed in opensource communities [e.g., 1, 4, 5, 11, 20] and may be one important
factor that makes these communities less welcoming, diverse, and
sustainable [15]. In a space where, despite increasing professionalization and commercial influence, still the majority of participants
volunteer their time [21], reports abound from open-source maintainers about stress, burnout or even complete disengagement due
to toxic interactions [1, 4, 11, 15, 20]. Maintainers complain about
these interactions, specifically those with aggressive or entitled
undertones, such as in Figure 1. Attention to this topic is reflected
in the increasing adoption of ‘code of conduct’ policies as a possible
intervention [16, 18]. It has also been shown that different online
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Figure 1: Excerpt from an issue discussion on GitHub.
communities have varying degrees of profanity, including the frequency, forms, and contexts, and thus detection systems must be
adjusted for specific communities [17].
Sentiment analysis for software engineering is a technique for
analyzing issue discussions, pull requests, and forum posts [e.g.,
3, 9]. There have been studies on detecting toxicity in language, such
as hate speech, abuse, microaggressions, and harassment [6, 19].
Research has shown, however, that there are limitations of current
sentiment analysis tools [12].
Specifically, in order to better understand the context of toxicity
in open source, our research is guided by the following questions:
(1) What forms of toxic interactions take place in open-source issue
discussions? (2) When and how does toxicity occur? (3) What triggers toxicity? (4) Who are the people involved in toxic interactions
and how do maintainers react?
Toxicity has been studied on other platforms, such as Twitter
and Wikipedia [8, 10, 14], but we set out to see if it is different on
GitHub. By understanding the state of toxicity on GitHub, we will
be able to understand interventions in open source better and be
able to help other communities.
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APPROACH

Overall, we began our research by exploring the literature on toxicity in social and professional interactions. We first loosely defined
toxicity according to the Google Perspective API, which defines
toxicity as “a rude, disrespectful, or unreasonable comment that
is likely to make you leave a discussion” [7]. However, realizing
that characteristics of open-source work are different from traditional social and professional interactions, we decided that we need
to ground our analysis in fresh unbiased data from open-source
projects. We proceeded in two steps, as illustrated in Figure 2:
• First, we curated a dataset of toxic interactions in open
source. We looked at four groups to identify potential toxic
interactions: issues that were deleted, locked as too heated,
mentioned the Code of Conduct, and that a classifier [15],
which used multiple heuristics, marked as toxic. Subsequently,
we manually labeled them as toxic or not toxic. These toxic
interactions come from many different projects on GitHub.
• Second, we qualitatively analyzed toxic interactions and their
context to identify patterns and trends in the data. Among
others, we coded different forms of toxicity, people involved
and their characteristics, as well as causes and reactions.
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Figure 2: Overview of research methods
Codes

Category
Position of Toxic Comment

Opening with toxic comment (25), both opening with toxic comment and
emerging from discussion (7), emerging from discussion (3)

What Triggered Toxicity

Failed use of tool/code (10), technical disagreement (9), politics/ideology (6),
past interactions (4), N/A (4), unclear (2)

Target of Toxicity

Undirected (15), at people (11), at code (7), at company (3), self-directed (1)

Nature of Toxic Comment

Complaining (23), entitled (14), troll (8), joking (3), aggressive (2)

Severity of Toxic Comment

Cursing (15), colloquial (12), offensive (9), softer (7), unprofessional (3)

Who is the Author

Troll (9), repeated troll (8), experienced developer (7), project member (5),
not active user (4), project owner (2), friend (1), deleted user (1)

Type of Project

Small (18), big active (13), dead/unimportant (6), corporate (5)

Domain of Project

App (8), games (6), end user (4), unclear (4), data science (3), web
development (3) bitcoin (2), file sharing (2), political (2), library (1)

What Happens Afterwards

Closed (25), turning constructive (12), discussion (7), escalating further (3),
no reaction (1)

Immediate Consequences

N/A (27), lots of effort for constructive reaction (4), emotional involvement
visible (2), careful response/explaining (1), maintainer is affected (1)

(does not apply to most issues)

Figure 3: Coding framework
This process allowed us to collect a random sample of confirmed
toxic issues that we are proceeding to qualitatively code. We had
a bottom-up coding strategy in which the codes were created organically. We utilized a mixed-methods study design by collecting
issues from classifiers and then qualitatively coding them. We used
what we learned from past literature and constructed a taxonomy
composed of codes. This process went from theoretical to axial to
initial codes [13]. We labeled the possible toxic comments that the
classifier produced, and to ensure inter-rater reliability, four of us
separately marked comments as toxic or non-toxic. The percentage
agreement for issues with two labels was 88.7%, and that for issues
with three labels was 83.3%.
We met as a group to discuss each confirmed toxic issue from
GitHub. We examined the context of 35 toxic issues from 35 different projects, and then we wrote down general descriptions of
the progression of each issue. After open coding, we built a coding
frame with 10 categories and the codes within each category, as
in Figure 3. We then proceeded to do axial coding with that coding frame. These codes were grounded in the data. We had two or
three people meet as a group to assign the codes to issues together.
Each toxic interaction is classified using all categories of the coding
framework, and multiple codes within a category may be assigned
to one issue. The number of issues that were classified as each code
can be seen in parentheses in Figure 3. We are now continuing to
analyze and assign these qualitative codes to more threads; our
sample has 100 issue discussions with 40 from the classifier, 20
deleted, 20 locked, and 20 Code of Conduct.
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Our results are based on the initial subset of 35 issues, as we are in
the process of coding 65 more. The code frame helped us identify

a large range of toxic behaviors. So far, the majority of users who
write toxic comments we consider as trolls (17 of the 35 issues)
because they have not opened an issue before and have essentially
no other activity on GitHub. Repeated trolls were also very common
(8 of the 17 trolls), which we defined as a user repeatedly opening
an issue like the one at hand and have essentially no other activity
on GitHub. Complaining was the most common form of toxicity
(23/35), and this often came about with tones of entitlement (14/35).
While a number of issues only used colloquial toxic language (12/35),
many contained strong cursing (15/35). These toxic occurrences
were most often undirected (15/35), but it was quite common for
toxicity to be directed at another person (11/35). These toxic issues
were usually closed (25/35), and many turned constructive, which
means that the situation was diffused (12/35). We defined a small
or big project based on the number of contributors, watches, and
stars. In the sample, most of them were small projects (18/35).
We can compare our preliminary results to what has been found
for Twitter and Wikipedia. There have been a number of analyses
of harassment on Twitter, yet not much is known about the nature
of such tweets or the people who write them [8]. After our analysis
of GitHub toxic issues, we found a common theme of cursing and
colloquial language. We hypothesize that profanities are also used
on other domains, and therefore it is important to identify such
words or phrases. We manually analyzed users involved in toxic
instances, including the personal information on their profile, their
activity, and how they have behaved on other projects. Our findings
show that trolls are most commonly the authors of toxic comments;
this could help predict who will be writing future toxic comments,
and thus can suggest the need to monitor such users more carefully.
Moreover, it has been shown that context has a statistically
significant effect on toxicity annotation for Wikipedia posts [14].
However, this study limited the notion of context to the previous
post in the thread and the discussion title, while our study looks at
the entire thread, the project as a whole, and the accounts of users
involved. In a GitHub issue, users may be responding to comments
that came well before the previous one. We believe that examining
the entire context of the issue is crucial in understanding where
toxicity comes from and what it leads to; these components will be
useful for future tools to detect occurrences of toxicity.
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CONTRIBUTIONS

We argue that toxicity in open-source communities comes in numerous forms and generally impacts users in a negative way. We
suggest four groups (issues that were deleted, locked as too heated,
mentioned the Code of Conduct, and that a classifier marked as
toxic) as a way to identify possible toxic interactions in GitHub
issue discussions, and provide a coding framework to qualitatively
analyze confirmed toxic issues. We believe that toxicity can come in
different forms on GitHub compared to that which has been studied
on domains like Twitter or Wikipedia. Our results show preliminary
statistics on the context of toxic occurrences – forms of toxicity,
when and how it occurs, what triggers it, and who is involved. These
findings can help to design better classifiers to detect toxic instances.
The long-term vision of our research is to design and deploy effective interventions to mitigate toxicity and its effect in open-source
communities, making them more welcoming and sustainable.
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